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- An international forum for empirically-informed philosophical bioethical analysis with policy relevance.
- Includes empirical studies providing explicit ethical analysis and/or with significant ethical or policy implications.
- One of the oldest bioethics journals, produced by a world-leading bioethics centre.
- Publishes papers up to 13,000 words in length.
- Unique New Feature: All Articles Open for Commentary

Produced since 1981 by Monash University Centre for Human Bioethics, this journal offers detailed coverage of traditional and emerging topics in bioethics, focused especially on empirically-informed philosophical bioethical analysis with policy relevance.

Monash Bioethics Review welcomes submissions of 1,000 to 3,000 word commentaries on any articles (or commentaries) previously published in the Journal. Such commentaries will be peer reviewed. Those accepted will be published in hard copy and online—with links to/from the relevant article and/or other relevant commentaries.

On the homepage of Monash Bioethics Review at springer.com you can
- Sign up for our Table of Contents Alerts
- Get to know the complete Editorial Board
- Find submission information